A structural basis for transition-state stabilization in antibody-catalyzed hydrolysis: crystal structures of an abzyme at 1. 8 A resolution.
The three-dimensional structure of a catalytic antibody, 6D9, has been solved as a complex with a transition state analog. The structure was determined from two different crystal forms, and was refined at a resolution of 1.8 A. The antibody 6D9, which was induced by immunization with the phosphonate transition state analog 3, hydrolyzes a prodrug of chloramphenicol monoester 1 to generate the parent drug 2. The kinetic studies have shown that the antibody is catalytic by virtue of the theoretical relationship between the affinity for the transition state and the catalytic efficiency (kcat/kuncat=KS/KTSA). The crystal structure makes it possible to visualize the theoretical relationship. A side-chain (Nepsilon) of HisL27D is placed in a key position to make a hydrogen bond to the phosphonate oxygen of the transition state analog with a distance of 2.72 A, suggesting a hydrogen bond to the oxyanion developing in the transition state of the hydrolysis. There are no catalytic residues, other than the histidine, around the phosphonate moiety. In addition, in the antibody-hapten complex, the hapten bears a folded conformation and the two stacked aromatic rings are buried deep in the antigen-combining site through aromatic-aromatic interaction with TrpH100I and TyrH58. The conformation of the bound hapten suggests that the antibody binds the substrate to change the conformation of the ester moiety to a thermodynamically unstable E-form, thereby making it easy for the substrate to reach the transition-state during catalysis. These observations reveal that the catalytic mechanism is explained purely on the basis of the stabilization of the transition state. The refined high resolution structures reported here are envisaged to have an impact on the understanding of other hydrolytic antibodies, since their haptens share some unique features with the hapten used in this study.